
DESCRIPTION  PART NO. OVERALL PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT

Badger 12” high chair BADG-12-XXX 22.24”h x 15.55”w x 28.50”l 5.63 lbs.

Badger 14” high chair BADG-14-XXX 24.25”h x 15.55”w x 29.33”l 5.83 lbs.

Badger 16” high chair BADG-16-XXX 31.50”h x 19.29”w x 37.05”l 8.84 lbs.

Badger 18” high chair BADG-18-XXX 33.74” h x 19.45”w x 38.27”l 9.39 lbs.

Badger 28” pub-height chair BADG-28-XXX 42.65”h x 19.47”w x 39.24”l 12.56 lbs.
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STOCK: SPECIAL:

CHAIR FRAMES
All frame units are formed with 1” diameter, 18 gauge steel. Frames 
come in four sizes 12”, 14”, 16” and 18”. All units are welded together 
with two seat brackets of 16 gauge die-formed steel, integrally tying all 
tube parts together for maximum structural integrity. Chairs can be 
stacked within like sizes. Frame is chrome plated after all welding is 
complete. 

GLIDE SYSTEM
Glide attachment is a standard internal gripping spring steel
umbrella 5/8” in diameter. The glide has a ferrule glide casing
constructed of durable case hardened steel; no plastic. The glide
is a full swivel design, silent and firm fitting for positive attachment
and retention. All glides make full level contact with the floor. The
glide base is made from nylon material to protect and easily slide
over virtually all flooring surfaces.

STANDARD CHROME FINISH
Chrome is comprised of metal layers (Nickel & Chromium) 
electrostatically bonded to metal.

SHELL
One-piece shell is injection molded from special high impact, blush 
resistant polypropylene plastic. Textured surface is etched to provide 
a non-slip surface while assisting in maintaining like-new appearance. 
The underside of the shell is molded with an advanced rib pattern 
transferring weight directly to the frame. The shell is attached to frame 
with four machine rivets.

SHELL COLORS
Available in standard Black, Navy and Burgundy.
Special order; Graphite, Forest Green, Red, Orange, Purple and Yellow.

SPEC SHEETBADGER SERIES
Chairs

“A” shell fits 16”, 18” and 28” chairs. “B” shell fits 12” and 14” chairs.

CHAIRS AVAILABLE IN 12”, 14”, 16”, 18” AND PUB-HEIGHT 28” GLIDE SYSTEM SHELL SHELL COLORS
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